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Noninvasive excitation of brain regions is possible by delivering a rapidly 
varying magnetic field in the brain (Barker et al. 1985). Barker and colleagues made 
use of Faraday’s principles of electromagnetic induction to stimulate a subject’s head 
by a wire coil over the head, through which brief pulses of current flow were 
delivered generating a magnetic field through the subject’s scalp and skull with 
insignificant resistance. The magnetic field in turn induces a secondary electric field 
which is perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field inducing an electric 
current in the brain (Hallett 2000). This electric current could then modify membrane 
potentials and excitability of the stimulated neurons. The propagation of such 
potentials through the pyramidal fibers in response to suprathreshold stimuli elicits 
Motor Evoked Potentials (MEPs) which we could use to trace motor cortex 
excitability and conduction times (Hallett 2007). 
 
Accordingly, trans magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the motor cortex is 
particularly convenient for estimating excitability of descending corticospinal tracts as 
motor thresholds and MEP amplitudes are known to reflect membrane excitability of 
the pyramidal neurons (Klomjai et al. 2015). This was proven through multiple 
studies testing the effects of different pharmacological agents acting through known 
neuronal channels and receptors pathways on motor threshold, MEP amplitudes and 
MEP recruitment curves (Ziemann et al. 2015). Most excitability studies use a 
multitude of neurophysiological measures as resting motor threshold (RMT), MEP 
amplitudes and latencies, cortical silent period and paired TMS pulses paradigms as 
short interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) and short intracortical facilitation (SICF). 
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All these measures are significantly altered in cases with changes in motor function 
whether experimentally in healthy subjects or pathologically in patients and all are 
made possible through MEP recordings of the motor cortex (Rossini et al. 2015). 
 
For regions outside the motor cortex where MEP recording is not possible as the 
visual cortex for example, other measures as phosphene threshold and effect of 
TMS on visual evoked potential are used (Reichenbach et al. 2011). For other 
cortical areas as the dorsolateral prefrontal and the temporal cortices, other tools as 
TMS-EEG and TMS-fMRI are used to non-invasively assess the cortical excitability 
and connectivity changes in response to magnetic stimulation (Siebner et al. 2009; 
Ziemann 2011). 
  
1.1 Applications of rTMS: 
  
When the induced electric field within brain tissue is used in a repetitive manner, 
it induces excitability changes (Pascual-Leone et al. 1993) and long lasting changes 
through neuroplasticity (Rossini et al. 2015) by restructuring the neural connections 
both structurally and functionally. 
 
That opened the field for clinical trials to examine the long lasting modulatory 
effects of repetitive trans-cranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) which proved to be 
promising for a variety of neuropsychiatric conditions (Wassermann and 
Zimmermann 2012; Lefaucheur et al. 2014); the number of applications continues to 
increase as indicated by the increase in numbers of ongoing clinical trials in a variety 
of diseases (773 studies registered at https://clinicaltrials.gov/). Therapeutic utility of 
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rTMS is graded with class A evidence (definite efficacy) for treatment of depression 
and chronic pain. Other disorders such panic disorders, hallucinations, obsessions/ 
compulsions, schizophrenia, Parkinson’s disease, dystonia and stroke have been 
less convincing for being treated with rTMS so far (Lefaucheur et al. 2014).  
 
  This less convincing results in treatment of the above mentioned diseases 
originate from the reproducibility problem, with studies sometimes using almost 
similar protocols but failing to reproduce the afore reported beneficial effects of rTMS 
(Ridding and Rothwell 2007; Héroux et al. 2015). This variability is the reason behind 
efforts to evaluate the quality of the data by massive reviews as (Lefaucheur et al. 
2014) and to improve this quality through more systematic handling of the data 
(Wilson and St George 2016).  
 
  While this variability is noticed across rTMS protocols in cortical excitability 
response in healthy subjects (Maeda et al. 2000; López-Alonso et al. 2014; 
Nettekoven et al. 2014), the factor of a pathological affection of cortical function 
expectedly adds another source of variability as noticed in clinical trials for 
depression (McClintock et al. 2018), for which is rTMS therapy is FDA approved 
(Lefaucheur et al. 2014). That emphasizes that this variability is brought by the 
interaction between a multitude of factors affecting the outcome, those factors could 
be attributed to two sources: 
 
1) Biological variability of rTMS effects: through physiological and anatomical 
differences whether within same individual based on metaplasticity functions as the 
basic activation state (Huang et al. 2008; Goldsworthy et al. 2014; Karabanov et al. 
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2015) or across subjects based on variable biological factors such as age, gender, 
genetics and brain anatomy also affect the rTMS effects (Ridding and Ziemann 
2010; Pellegrini et al. 2018). The discrepancy between AP-PA latency which reflects 
different brain anatomy in the form of axonal orientations also showed a significant 
correlation with rTMS outcomes (Hamada et al. 2013). Brain-derived neurotrophic 
factor gene (BDNF) variations has been associated with different outcome of theta 
burst stimulation (Cheeran et al. 2008). Recently two gene variations were identified 
as a partial source of variation for rTMS outcome (Raginis‐Zborowska et al. 2019). 
 
2) Stimulation parameters variability: rTMS aftereffects exhibit sensitivity to the 
physical characters of stimulation as intensity (Modugno et al. 2001; Fitzgerald et al. 
2002), frequency (Ziemann et al. 2008), pattern (Huang et al. 2005; Hamada et al. 
2008), orientation (Rothkegel et al. 2010; Sommer et al. 2013) and total duration of 
stimulation. Also, some less investigated parameters pulse width and phasicity 
(Goetz et al. 2016) and inter train intervals (Rothkegel et al. 2010; Cash et al. 2017) 
influence the outcome the stimulation.  
 
While the biological factors involved in inter-individual variability could be 
controlled to an extent in healthy subjects, this becomes more difficult in clinical trials 
where some pathological activation states may be present or simply by absence of 
possible pathways of action. This depicts rTMS parameter testing as more optimal 
and reliable in efforts to understand rTMS underlying mechanisms (Klomjai et al. 
2015). As the variability is dependent on rTMS parameters, a better standardization 




1.2 Mechanism of rTMS: 
 
The main mechanism of action of rTMS is induction of synaptic plasticity 
whether long term potentiation (LTP) or long term depression (LTD) (Huerta and 
Volpe 2009; Vlachos et al. 2017). This is supported by the fact that this interaction 
exhibits the Hebbian properties of synaptic plasticity (Hebb 1949), through the 
closely related characteristics in response to different stimulation parameters (Bliss 
and Cooke 2011; Pell et al. 2011). More detailed discussion about those 
characteristics follows in the next section emphasizing individual rTMS parameters. 
 
This is supported by the experimental rTMS effects on learning (Muellbacher 
et al. 2000; Baraduc et al. 2004) that were closely related to the effects of LTP and 
LTD established in animal experiments (Rioult-Pedotti et al. 2000). Another proof of 
this correlation is the recognized role of different alleles of  brain derived 
neurotrophic factor gene (BDNF) which lead to different modulation of LTP (Lu et al. 
2008) and LTD differently (Woo et al. 2005) in animal studies. This role is reflected 
into human studies, where BDNF allele variations had similar effects on iTBS and 
cTBS  after effects (Cheeran et al. 2008; Mastroeni et al. 2013).  
 
The large parameter space and the interaction between their underlying 
mechanism probably play a major role in the variability of the outcome reported from 
different studies (Rubens and Zanto 2012). A deeper comprehension of those 
mechanisms would enable us to understand the underlying mechanism by which 
they affect synaptic plasticity and thus optimize the outcome of rTMS protocols.  
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When it was first discovered in earlier experiments using electrical 
stimulations in rabbits, LTP was originally referred to as “frequency potentiation” 
(Andersen et al. 1966). Its role in determining LTP or LTD in response to rTMS was 
demonstrated in rodents (Wang et al. 1996). Similarly, rTMS stimulation frequency is 
the main deciding factor on the direction of the cortical excitability modulation 
induced by the rTMS (Cooke and Bliss 2006; Pell et al. 2011), where frequencies 
lower than 3 Hz are inhibitory and frequencies of 5 Hz and above are excitatory 
(Ziemann et al. 2008). Note that frequencies needed for producing excitation in 
humans (usually 10 Hz) are significantly lower than stimulation frequencies that 
induce LTP in neuronal culture studies (100Hz) (Vlachos et al. 2012). This is 
probably because of the wider activation effect of the magnetic field (Funke and 
Benali 2011) and the resulting cortical amplification (Hay and Segev 2015).  
 
This frequency dependence was attributed to the tetanic response where high 
frequency stimulation allows for summation of excitatory post synaptic potentials, 
causing influx of larger amounts of calcium thus triggering LTP. While low frequency 
stimulation might allow for a lower calcium influx, leading to LTD. This is mediated 
through activation of different receptors (Vlachos et al. 2012; Lenz et al. 2015). An 
additional explanation might be the spectral responsivity properties of dendrites 
leading to their preferential stimulation by high frequency rTMS (Ledergerber and 





The Hebbian plasticity concepts of cooperativity and associativity or in more 
modern words synchronization; have been illustrated by increasing pulse widths (as 
an analogue for intensity) of external stimulation of rat cortices by Mcnaughton and 
colleagues as early as 1978 (McNaughton et al. 1978). That was proven true for high 
frequency rTMS where increasing the intensity lead to more excitation (Modugno et 
al. 2001). For low frequency rTMS, increasing the stimulation intensity leads to more 





Driven by the afore mentioned variability of outcome of regular low and high 
frequency rTMS, the search for more consistently efficacious protocols continued. 
Huang and colleagues presented theta burst stimulation (TBS) in the motor cortex 
(Huang et al. 2005), inspired by its merit in producing LTP in neuronal culture 
experiments (Larson et al. 1986; Capocchi et al. 1992; Hernandez et al. 2005; 
Larson and Munkácsy 2015). TBS was found to have longer lasting effects on 
cortical excitability with less variability than classic low or high frequency rTMS 
protocols (Di Lazzaro et al. 2011; Iezzi et al. 2011), but its effects are now found to 
be variable in relation MEP latencies and direction of stimulation (Hamada et al. 




Another patterned form of rTMS is the repetitive paired pulse stimulation 
delivered at I wave intervals to produce either inhibition using inter stimulus intervals 
(3 milliseconds) of short interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) (Sommer et al. 2002; 
Khedr et al. 2004), or excitation using inter stimulus intervals (1.5 milliseconds) of 
short interval intracortical facilitation (SICF) (Thickbroom et al. 2006).  Using the 
same interval of 1.5 milliseconds., Hamada and colleagues added two more pulses 
to the train to create the quadripulse stimulation (QPS) which produced longer 
lasting facilitation in comparison to paired pulse stimulation (Hamada et al. 2008). 
Jung and colleagues combined theta burst and QPS to produce quadripulse theta 
burst stimulation (qTBS) (Jung et al. 2016). 
 
Duration of stimulation: 
 
The duration of stimulation must be differentiated into two categories: one 
including daily stimulation sessions and number of pulses per day, and the other 
category including duration and repetition of individual stimulation trains with closely 
related underlying mechanisms. 
 
Daily stimulation: experimentally, daily sessions of stimulation in animal 
experiments lead to increased excitation in a form of LTP known as kindling 
(Goddard et al. 1969; Racine 1978), this is reflected in humans as two sessions 
proved to be more efficacious than one session per day in treatment of depression 




 Train duration: As LTP is associated with learning, it made sense that 
repeating stimulation trains would increase LTP as demonstrated by (Huang and 
Kandel 1994), however that was disputed both in animal experiments where even 
single stimulation trains provoked long lasting LTP (Villers et al. 2012) and in 
humans where TBS aftereffects were reversed when the duration of stimulation was 
doubled (Gamboa et al. 2010). 
 
Inter train intervals: 
 
The significance of intertrain intervals (ITIs) where brought to our attention 
because of the different outcome of two large multicenter studies studying the 
efficacy of 10 Hz rTMS in treatment of depression using almost the same protocols 
but with different ITIs  (Herwig et al. 2007; O’Reardon et al. 2007). I then correlated 
ITIs and average frequency with the outcome of all the reportedly efficacious high 
frequency protocols in treatment of depression and chronic pain from the Lefaucheur 
and colleagues review (Lefaucheur et al. 2014), we found some patterns 
demonstrating that protocols with longer ITIs and lower average frequencies had 
more significant therapeutic effects (Halawa et al. 2018).  
  
  That supported previous findings for 5 Hz rTMS where breaks during 
stimulation succeeded in producing the expected excitatory aftereffects while 
continuous 5Hz rTMS failed to do so (Rothkegel et al. 2010). However it contradicted 
findings from a 20 Hz rTMS study focusing on the effect of ITIs of high frequency 
rTMS on cortical excitability, where they examined ITIs of 4, 8 16 and 32 seconds on 
the outcome of 20 Hz rTMS, and even though the 8 second ITI was less efficient 
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than the 16 and 32 second ITI protocols, the most efficient was the protocol with the 
shortest ITI of 4 seconds (Cash et al. 2017). This highlights the additional 




Using a novel device that could readily change the widths of individual pulses 
as well as their directionality (Peterchev et al. 2011), Goetz and colleagues 
examined the effect of combining increasing both the pulse width and directionality 
on 1 Hz rTMS with both parameters leading to more inhibition (Goetz et al. 2016).  
My second publication however, was the first study to separately test the effect of 
pulse widths on low frequency rTMS, where wider unidirectional pulses with 120µs 
wide main component changed the expected inhibitory outcome of 1Hz rTMS into 
excitation (Halawa et al. 2019b).  
 
We also examined the effect of pulse widths on high frequency rTMS, where 
pulses wider than 100µs produced more excitatory aftereffects than shorter pulses 
(Halawa et al. 2019a). I propose that pulses wider than 100µs were more efficient in 
producing excitation in HF rTMS and caused excitation in LF rTMS because they 
stimulated dendrites. 100µs seems like the cut off value above which excitation 
occurs as demonstrated in electrical stimulation experiments in rabbit cortices 
(McNaughton et al. 1978). Rattay and colleagues demonstrated in a neuronal model 





Pulse phasicity and directionality: 
 
This indicates the directionality of different phases within the pulse, which 
understandably makes it dependent on the coil orientation. For example, biphasic 
pulses proved more efficient in producing excitation than monophasic pulses only 
when used in antero-posterior (AP) 5 Hz frequency (Sommer et al. 2013). As for 1Hz 
frequency only the AP directed pulse shapes produced any effect outlasting the 
stimulation, with biphasic pulses  producing excitation and monophasic pulses 
resulting in inhibition (Sommer et al. 2013), an effect I was able to reproduce in the 
second experiment of my second paper (Halawa et al. 2019b).  
 
Stimulation direction:  
 
As for the direction of stimulation, the two mainly used coil orientations for 
motor area rTMS are posterioanterior (PA) with a 45-degree angle to the middle line 
and anteroposterior (AP) with reversed current flow. Across a wide range of 
neuromodulatory protocols, AP directed current had more evident outcome. This was 
noted across numerous modalities of rTMS, for example continuous theta-burst 
stimulation (cTBS) (Hamada et al. 2013; Huang and Mouraux 2015), Anodal 
transcranial direct current stimulation (Wiethoff et al. 2014; Davidson et al. 2016), 
short latency afferent inhibition protocol (Ni et al. 2011), qTBS (Jung et al. 2016), 5 
Hz rTMS (Rothkegel et al. 2010; Sommer et al. 2013), and 1Hz rTMS (Sommer et al. 
2013). This may be due to the direction or the intensity effect. In other words, AP 
stimulation is less efficient in producing MEPs but with subthreshold stimulation, we 




This effect highlights the orientation effect on threshold as axons have a 
certain orientation and subsequently an optimum direction of stimulation while 
smaller branches and dendrites do not have a specific orientation and could be 
stimulated in any direction by magnetic stimulation as described in neuronal cultures 
(Stern et al. 2015; Lee and Fried 2017) and models (Aberra et al. 2018). This was 
supported by the fact that more activation could be achieved by rotating magnetic 
fields or wider pulses (Rotem et al. 2014). 
 
This thesis will focus on the effects of changing temporal organization of rTMS 
whether within the protocol by examining the effects of inter train intervals on the 
efficacy of rTMS protocols in the first paper (Halawa et al. 2018), or within pulse 
shapes by testing the effects of changing the pulse widths and directionality in low 
frequency (Halawa et al. 2019b) and high frequency rTMS (Halawa et al. 2019a). 
The aim is to better understand the underlying physiological mechanisms of outcome 
variability by investigating less commonly investigated stimulation parameters so we 
could eventually make more efficient use of rTMS modulatory effects in treatment of 










2. Role of inter train intervals in rTMS protocols: 
  
Intertrain intervals (ITIs) are used in order to avoid overheating of the coil, so 
understandably they are only used with high frequency rTMS. We were particularly 
interested in studying them because of the different outcome of two large multicenter 
studies studying the efficiency of 10 Hz rTMS in treatment of depression, both used 
almost similar protocols with the positive study using 4 second trains with ITIs of 26 
seconds (O’Reardon et al. 2007) and the negative study administering 2 second 
trains with 8 second ITIs (Herwig et al. 2007).  
 
That lead us to start a collaboration with the physics department from Bar Ilan 
University to examine those two protocols in neuronal cultures, which showed that 
shorter ITIs lead to neuronal response failures, especially when the ‘average 
frequency’ (obtained by dividing the total number of pulses over the total stimulation 
duration) exceeded the neuronal critical frequency (Halawa et al. 2018). We then 
correlated ITIs and average frequency with the outcome of all the reportedly 
significantly efficient high frequency protocols in treatment of depression and chronic 
pain (with level A efficiency) from then the latest evidence based review (Lefaucheur 
et al. 2014), for that I had to extract detailed stimulation protocol parameters and 
percentage of improvement of prognostic scores (Hamilton depression rating score 
in case of depression and visual analogue scale for chronic pain) from each paper. I 
then calculated the average frequency from the extracted parameters and correlated 
it, the ITIs length the total number of pulses and the total duration of stimulation to 
the percentage improvement of prognostic scores. I found some patterns 
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demonstrating that protocols with longer ITIs and lower average frequencies had 
more efficient therapeutic effects (Halawa et al. 2018).  
 
I must state though that they used a cocktail of synaptic blockers in order to 
obtain this effect in single neurons, methodology is described in (Vardi et al. 2015) 
and modeled the effect of the neuronal response failures into multiple layers, making 
the saturation or as we called the critical frequency much lower. That would explain 
the different outcome from the MEP study with 20 Hz rTMS where shortest ITI of 4 
seconds were the most efficient in producing MEP amplitude facilitation (Cash et al. 
2017). That apparently contradicts our conclusion that longer ITIs in rTMS are 
needed for better clinical outcome for depression and chronic pain, but that is not a 
simple relationship as I highlighted before because of the different mechanisms 
underlying long lasting effects of rTMS especially in pathological state cortices. Also 
the different rTMS frequency plays a role, as for 5 Hz rTMS for example, continuous 
stimulation with no ITIs produced no significant facilitation while trained stimulation 












































Using the new cTMS device that could readily change the widths of individual 
pulses as well as their directionality (Peterchev et al. 2011), I was able to isolate and 
test the effect of two properties of individual pulses namely pulse widths and 
directionality on low frequency rTMS (Halawa et al. 2019b). To test pulse width, I 
fixed the directionality index known as M ratio at 0.2 and changed the pulse widths 
from 40 to 80 and 120µs, in other words I tested unidirectional pulses with the 
above-mentioned widths. The I fixed the pulse width at 80µs and changed the M 
ratio from 0.2 to 0.6 and 1.0 to test effect of directionality. M ratio is a directionality 
index which refers to the relation between pulses components. 
 
For the directionality, unidirectional pulses were inhibitory and bidirectional 
pulses were excitatory similar to reported data (Sommer et al. 2013). The new 
important finding however, was for the varying pulse widths where the unidirectional 
pulse shape with 120µs wide main component changed the expected inhibitory 
outcome of 1Hz rTMS into excitation (Halawa et al. 2019b). Which lead me to 
believe that wider pulses are stimulating an additional component in the target area 
namely dendrites as they have been found not to respond to pulse shapes shorter 
than 100µs (Rattay et al. 2012). I then plotted a strength duration curve for the motor 
cortex for my subjects and found a significant correlation between the PwTh 
(shortest pulse width able to produce 50µV MEP) to the aftereffects of the 40µs 
































 For the third publication, we examined the effect of coil direction, stimulation 
intensity and pulse widths on high frequency 5 Hz rTMS, we demonstrated that AP is 
more effective than PA as expected (Rothkegel et al. 2010; Sommer et al. 2013).  
We also demonstrated that wider pulses with higher intensity are more efficient in 
producing the projected excitatory aftereffects. Where 90% RMT AP 5Hz rTMS was 
more effective than 80%. The 120µs pulse width stimulation produced more 
excitation than 80µs pulse width AP 5Hz rTMS at 90% RMT (Halawa et al. 2019a). 
 
 
 This supported my hypothesis of the 100µs cut off value for dendritic 
activation specially as I also found evidence from animal studies examining the effect 
of increasing pulse widths of high frequency electrical stimulation on rabbit cortices, 
where stimulation needed pulses longer than 100µs to significantly potentiate 
neurons (McNaughton et al. 1978). While the effect of increasing the pulse widths 
seems comparable to the effects on increasing stimulation intensity, it involves 
another mechanism as I demonstrated in my second publication, where wider pulses 
changed the expected inhibitory outcome of 1 Hz rTMS into excitation (Halawa et al. 
2019b). While it is known that increasing the intensity of 1 Hz rTMS increases 


























































Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) is now being increasingly 
used as a therapeutic modality against drug resistant disorders involving the central 
nervous system because it demonstrated promising outcomes in the treatment of 
some neurological disorders specially depression and chronic pain (Lefaucheur et al. 
2014). Extensive efforts to understand mechanisms underlying the effects and 
variability of rTMS are necessary to fully understand its therapeutic potential and to 
use it efficiently in therapy of different disorders (Chervyakov et al. 2015).  
 
In this project I wanted to understand the role of less commonly tested rTMS 
parameters, I focused on the temporal properties either for trains or pulse shapes as 
a step further from frequency which is the cardinal parameter deciding the direction 
of the outcome (Bliss and Cooke 2011). In the first publication, I examined the effect 
of ITIs on 10 Hz rTMS protocols rated with level of efficiency “A” by Lefaucheur and 
colleagues (Lefaucheur et al. 2014). We discovered that if neurons are stimulated 
above their critical frequency, they exhibit increased percentage of response failures, 
we hypothesized that could be the reason behind the reduced efficiency of rTMS 
protocols with shorter ITIs. Correlation between ITIs and efficacy outcome showed 
apparent correlation however not significant, probably because of the small number 
and dispersion of the available data points (Halawa et al. 2018). 
  
For my second publication I focused on the effects of pulse width and 
directionality on the aftereffect of 1 Hz rTMS. For pulse directionality, I reproduced 
previous data showing monodirectional pulses 1 Hz rTMS in the AP direction 
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produced inhibition while bidirectional pulses produced excitation(Sommer et al. 
2013). For the second part I examine the effect of changing the pulse widths of 
monodirectional AP directed 1 Hz rTMS. The novel finding was the reversal of the 
120µs wide 1 Hz rTMS in comparison to the shorter pulse shapes 0f 40 and 80µs 
which exhibited the expected inhibition. I attributed that finding to the interplay 
between two factors relating to dendritic properties:  
 1- The orientation effect on threshold as axons have a certain orientation and 
subsequently an optimum direction of stimulation while smaller branches and 
dendrites do not. So, when we use a higher intensity in AP stimulation, we stimulate 
a larger percentage of narrower neuronal fibres than axons. This orientation 
threshold dependency was described in neuronal cultures (Stern et al. 2015; Lee 
and Fried 2017) and models (Aberra et al. 2018).  
 2-  The special membrane properties of dendrites: as dendrites lack myelin (Aberra 
et al. 2018) and have a small diameter (Pashut et al. 2011), they respond 
preferentially to wider pulses. Meaning that dendrites are not at all stimulated by 
shorter pulses as demonstrated by the neuronal models examining the different 
membrane properties for different parts of the neuron showing that pulses shorter 
than 100µs were not able to stimulate dendrites, while the axon and soma were still 
responsive for pulses as short as 10µs (Rattay et al. 2012). My two shorter pulse 
shaped were close in properties to conventional monophasic pulse shapes produced 
by the Magstim device with a main component of 82 µs, which were unsuccessful to 




For my third publication, we wanted to verify this finding so we examined the 
effect of pulse widths on high frequency rTMS, so we examined the effect of 
changing the pulse widths of 5 Hz rTMS from 80µs and 120µs and accordingly, only 
the wider pulse stimulation produced significant excitation (Halawa et al. 2019a). I 
found out that this effect that was originally demonstrated as early as 1978 by 
Mcnaughton and colleagues on rabbit cortices where they demonstrated that only 
stimulation wider than 100µs produced response potentiation (McNaughton et al. 
1978). 
 
So, this implies that pulse shapes wider than 100µs are stimulating dendrites 
while shorter pulses could not do so. Dendrites are more difficult to activate, but 
when they eventually activated, they fire in higher amplitudes and for a longer period 
after cessation of stimulation (Lee and Fried 2017), highlighting the known role of 
dendritic activation in LTP (Frick et al. 2004). Those special plastic properties could 
be mediated through the dendritic high resistance spines which allow them to 
passively amplify local synaptic depolarization up to 50 folds, where higher spine 
neck resistance lead to increased cooperativity (Harnett et al. 2012). 
 
 Concluding, this research demonstrated that the less famous temporal 
parameters of rTMS protocols play a role in its outcome, whether within a stimulation 
train as inter train intervals or on the level of individual pulses expressed by pulse 
width and morphology. In my first paper, about clinical therapeutic protocols I 
proposed that we do not always need longer stimulation for better clinical outcome. I 
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emphasized the importance of the length of the inter train intervals and its role in 
varying study results.  
 
Yet, I think the most meaningful finding in my project is the cut off value of 
100µs above which pulses had a different outcome than pulses shorter than 100µs 
which was also proven in animal experiments (McNaughton et al. 1978). This lead 
me to believe that is mainly because of added stimulation of dendrites which were 
proven to be not responsive to pulses shorter than 100µs (Rattay et al. 2012). This 
opens up the opportunity to selectively target and test the dendritic role in plasticity 
and different brain functions by integrating this knowledge to explore more of the 
parameter space. For example, therapeutic protocols utilizing high frequency rTMS 
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